New DVD’s as from 6/1/2020-8/1/2020:

1. 1917
2. Bad Boys for Life
3. Birds of Prey
4. **Blood & Money**
5. Bloodshot
6. **Body Cam**
7. Bombshell
8. Brahm’s: The Boy II
9. Call of the Wild
10. **Capone**
11. Cats
12. Dr. Dolittle
13. Emma
14. Fantasy Island (Blumhouse’s)
15. **Forces of Nature**
16. Gentlemen
17. **Gretel & Hansel**
18. **Impractical Jokers: The Movie**
19. Invisible Man
20. I Still Believe
21. Jumanji: The Next Level
22. Just Mercy
23. Like A Boss
24. Little Women
25. **Lost Husband**
26. Onward
27. Playmobil Movie
28. **Scoob**
29. Sonic the Hedgehog
30. Spies in Disguise
31. Star Wars: Episode IX Rise of Skywalker (BLU RAY ONLY!)
32. **Trolls World Tour**
33. Uncut Gems
34. Underwater
35. Way Back

If you would like to check out one of the DVD’s above please let us know when making your next No Contact Pickup order by emailing us at morrisville@midyork.org or by calling us at 315-684-9130. Be sure to provide us with your name and/or library card number upon contacting us. Please Note: items that are **BOLD** are July new releases!

---

**Coming Soon!**

*(ordered on July 29, 2020 for releases in the month of August!)*

You can ONLY place holds in house by emailing the library or calling us at this time as there are no records in the catalog to place holds with.

Archive
High Note
I am Vengeance: Retaliation
Infamous
King of Staten Island
Military Wives
Swallow
You Should Have Left